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7.a

Hartland Township Board of Trustees and Planning Commission Joint
Meeting Meeting Agenda Memorandum
Submitted By: James Wickman
Subject:

Sewer History

Date:

May 4, 2017

Recommended Action
Review, questions and discussion

Discussion

Many significant events transpired in the Hartland sewer system between 1999 and 2010. Many of
those have implications on planning and zoning today. For the benefit of our newer Planning
Commissioners, I will review that history and we can discuss the impact.

Financial Impact

Attachments
Brief History - Update 2013

(PDF)

Newberry Place Concept Plan

(PDF)

Hartland Glen Concept Plan

(PDF)

Divine Lake Site Plan

(PDF)
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Brief History of the Sanitary Sewer System 1986 – 2010

We Need Sewers!
Commercial property owners on the M-59 business corridor, around U.S. 23, face many
development challenges without a feasible solution for wastewater. Special Assessment District
(SAD) No. 1 is established to construct a sanitary sewer system for 53 parcels (totaling 656
acres), at a cost of $3.8 million. Construction of the wastewater treatment facility (northeast of
M-59 and U.S. 23) and infrastructure is completed thereafter and begins operating.
SNAPSHOT 1990
Hartland Township Population:
Sewer Rate – Non-Residential
1995

6,832
$ 5.00 per 1,000 gallons (same as first established)

SAD No. 2 and SAD No. 2 Branches is established to expand sewer system into the lakes area
and improve water quality at the headwaters, as well as to serve the village settlement area.
Several hundred parcels are assessed for the $9.2 million cost of the expansion, with the option
of five years of interest only payments for delayed connection to the system.
SNAPSHOT 2000
Hartland Township Population:
Sewer Rate – Gravity (Non-Metered)
Sewer Rate – Grinder (Non-Metered)
Sewer Rate – Residential (Metered)
Sewer Rate – Non-Residential

10,996
$ 59.46 flat rate per quarter (same as first established)
$ 84.48 flat rate per quarter (same as first established)
$ 3.62 per 1,000 gallons (same as first established)
$ 5.00 per 1,000 gallons (same as first established)

New Regulations and Rapid Township Growth
1999- Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) issues new, more restrictive regulations
2002 for groundwater quality, that affect sanitary wastewater treatment facilities discharging
wastewater. Hartland Township is unable to stay within required levels of sodium, chloride,
inorganic nitrogen and phosphorous in order to obtain a permit, despite several attempts over
two years to find a solution. MDEQ offers no assistance to the Township for meeting the new
mandates and only threatens fines of up to $1,000 per day per violation for non-compliance. In
the meantime, property owners that previously purchased connections to the system see their
construction projects delayed or halted due to the state-mandated moratorium on new
connections. Demand for sewer capacity only continues to increase with more development.
2003

An opportunity for the best possible solution under the circumstances arises in the pending
Livingston County Regional Sewer System project with Tyrone Township to construct a sanitary
sewer pipe to Genesee County for wastewater treatment. After analyzing other limited
solutions, costs and benefits, the Township agrees to join the project in extending the pipe to
Hartland Township and abandoning its own wastewater treatment plant. Under the agreement,
ownership and operation of the system would have to be turned over to the Livingston County
Drain Commissioner (LCDC) with the Township to provide administrative oversight and billing.
LCDC initially estimates cost of treatment at $3.62 per thousand gallons metered.
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2005

Bonds are sold for the $27.21 million project to construct the pipe to Genesee County for
wastewater treatment and to expand the sanitary sewer system for developments. Repayment
of the debt for the project is calculated based mostly on the newly established SAD Nos. 4, 5, 6
and 7 (74%) and sale of new connections to anticipated future developments (12%). A $12 per
Residential Equivalent Unit (REU) per quarter base charge to existing customers is required
immediately in order to meet the remaining debt obligation (14%), which revenue over the 25
year life of the debt is estimated on assumed future growth (new customers on line). However,
the per REU fee is not enacted immediately. Construction begins under the direction of LCDC.

2006

LCDC increases rate 42% to $5.13 per thousand gallons due to unforeseen rate increase charged
by Genesee County to LCDC, as well as underbidding by previous system operation contractor
utilized by the Township and correction of sub-standard maintenance practices.

2007

Operation of the system is turned over to LCDC, as scheduled.

Economic Downturn
2008

Property owners of some large, vacant parcels in the new SADs are delinquent in paying their
special assessment obligations for the first time – a symptom of the economic downturn.

2008

Township sewer fund operates at a deficit and State of Michigan requires the Township to
submit a five year deficit elimination plan (also required for another deficit in 2009).

2008

Township auditor conducts sewer rate study and recommends that rates be increased 95%
immediately to meet current operation costs and future debt payments, with slowing
development rates falling short of previous estimates for needed revenue.

2008

LCDC increases pending 2009 rate from $5.28 to $5.93 per thousand gallons (12% increase) for
continued overestimation of flows and unplanned expenses.

Professional Management
2008

Township successfully implements rate increases at graduated quarterly adjustments, including
the delayed base charge (for debt service), to lessen financial impact on Township residents.

2008

The construction project administered by LCDC begins experiencing cost overruns and a lawsuit
is brought by one of the contractors. The Township intervenes in the administration of the
project, to stop excessive attorney fees being charged by LCDC to the Township and to mediate
a settlement for the lawsuit of more than $200,000 less than the original claim.

2008

The Township requires monthly advisory meetings with LCDC to receive regular status reports
and make recommendations on operations and budgets in the best interest of Hartland
Township residents.

2008

LCDC demands $969,367 cash from the Township for equity in the grinder pumps on the sewer
system previously overlooked by both parties in the original agreements. The Township
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Brief History of the Hartland Township Sanitary Sewer System 1986 – 2010

2009

Staff begins to audit all sewer users and utility billing. To date, over $146,000 of past
underbillings have been discovered and settlements reached for repayment to the Township
(not including over $96,000 also found to be owed to the water system).

2009

The Township identifies potential for significant problems from large assessment delinquencies
if the vacant lands are not able to sell for the amounts owed at tax sale. Proactive budget cut of
12.5% is made to the general fund (followed by 5% cut in 2010).

2009

LCDC attempts to enact 6% mid-year rate increase to $6.29 per thousand gallons, with plans for
future rate increases every six months of 6-7%, bringing the rate to $8.17 per thousand gallons
in 2011. The Township quickly disputes LCDC staff rate study and delays first rate increase for
three months with the requirement that a third party rate study be completed before 2010.

Light at the End of the Tunnel
2009

The Township retains a highly qualified bond attorney to advise the Township through the
delinquency process. Several key strategies are identified to minimize the negative impacts to
the health of the sewer fund, as well as the general fund.

2009

The Township directs the township auditor to investigate cash flow of SAD No. 2 fund and
discovers that approximately $723,000 was improperly intermingled at the beginning of the
project, which should be transferred back to the sewer fund to help with the deficit. Additional
monies may also be owed to the sewer fund, pending review by the Township’s bond attorney.

2010

Outside rate study affirms the Township’s assertion that LCDC’s previous recommendations
were unnecessarily aggressive. Although annual LCDC rate increases of 7-9% are still expected
through 2014, LCDC has agreed to the Township’s calls for a thorough Capital Improvement Plan
and equitable allocation of fixed costs through flat base charges.

2010

LCDC discovers errors in staff calculations of flow and attempts to increase rates beyond those
recommended by the rate study. The Township challenges the improperly punitive increase and
keeps rates within previously agreed amounts.
SNAPSHOT 2010
Hartland Township Population:
Sewer Rate – Base Charge
Sewer Rate – All Metered
Sewer Rate – Non-Metered Flat Rate
Sewer Rate – Grinder Pump Surcharge

14,982
(SEMCOG Estimate)
$ 12.87 per REU per quarter (for debt service)
$ 4.72 per 1,000 gallons
$ 87.85 per quarter
$ 27.77 per quarter (for repair and replacement)

Average Total Rate per 1,000 gallons $ 5.54 (Including base charge at 210 gallons per day)
LCDC Treatment Charge to Township $ 6.68 per 1,000 gallons
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successfully challenges methodology in the calculations and negotiates the cost down to
$750,900 for a savings of more than $218,000.
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Hartland Township Board of Trustees and Planning Commission Joint
Meeting Meeting Agenda Memorandum
Submitted By: James Wickman
Subject:

Demographics & Placemaking

Date:

May 4, 2017

Recommended Action
Review, questions and discussion

Discussion
The Board of Trustees discussed these topics at the last Strategic Planning Retreat. It could have some
bearing on future planning and zoning decisions, so it would beneficial for the Planning Commission to
be part of that conversation. I will give an overview of the subject matter to spur discussion.

Financial Impact

Attachments
Demographics Placemaking Slides
Generational Chart

(PDF)

(PDF)
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GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES
HIGHLIGHTS
Silent
1928-1945
Values

Boomer
1946-1964

Gen X
1965-1980

Millennial
1981-2000

Respect
Authority
Communication Formal
One-to-One
Work Ethic
Hard Work &
Sacrifice

Optimism

Skepticism

Realism

In Person
Workaholics

Direct /
Immediate
Self-Reliant

Family

Indulged as
Children

Alienated as
Children

Email / Text /
Voicemail
Multi-Tasking /
Goals
Protected as
Children

Self Reliant as
Children
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PROJECTED
POPULATION BY
GENERATION

In Millions
Source: Pew Research
Center tabulations of
U.S. Census Bureau
population projections
released December
2014 and 2015
population estimates
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• Choose a place to live, then seek
employment
• “Brain Drain”

MILLENIALS

• Career “rock climbing” vs. ladder
• 1,000 Nights of Fun
• Authenticity, physical design,
walkability, cultural depth,
innovative vibe, etc.
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Generational Differences Chart

Birth Years
Famous
People
#
Influencers

Traditionalists
1900-1945
Bob Dole, Betty White

Baby Boomers
1946-1964
Bill Clinton, Meryl Streep
80 Million

WWII, Korean War, Great
Civil Rights, Vietnam War,
Depression, New Deal, Rise on Sexual Revolution, Cold
Corporations, Atomic bomb.
War/Russia, Space Travel,
Assassinations.
Raised by parents that just
Highest divorce rate and 2nd
survived the Great
marriages in history.
Depression.
Experienced hard times while
growing up which were
followed by times of
prosperity.

Post War Babies who grew up
to be radicals of the 70’s and
yuppies of the 80’s.
“The American Dream” was
promised to them as children
and they pursue it. As a result
they are seen as being greedy,
materialistic and ambitious.

Generation X
1965-1980
Barak Obama, Jennifer Lopez
51 Million
Watergate, Energy Crisis, Dual
Income families and single parents,
First Generation of Latchkey Kids,
Y2K, Energy Crisis, Activism, Corp.
Downsizing, Fall of the Berlin Wall,
Women’s Liberation, Increase
divorce rate.
Their perceptions are shaped by
growing up having to take care of
themselves early and watching
their politicians lie and their
parents get laid off.
Came of age when USA was
losing its status as the most
powerful and prosperous nation in
the world.
The first generation that will NOT
do as well financially as their
parents did.

Millennials
1981-2000
Ashton Kutcher, Serena Williams
75 Million
Digital Media, child focused world,
school shootings, terrorist attacks –
9/11, AIDS.

Attachment: Generational Chart (2436 : Demographics & Placemaking)

A generation can be defined as a group of people born within a 20-year timeframe. There are presently 4 generations in today’s
society. Specific generational age groups vary from one research study to another, and there are no specific cutoff dates for defining
each group. Generational beliefs are not absolute and can vary based upon rural and urban settings, economic status, and early or late
birth in the generation. People born 3 to 5 years on either side are referred to as “cuspers” and may display characteristics of either or
both of the generations.

Typically grew up as children of
divorce. They hope to be the next
great generation & to turn around all
the “wrong” they see in the world today.
They grew up more sheltered than any
other generation as parents strived
to protect them from the evils of the
world.
Came of age in a period of
economic expansion.
Kept busy as kids. First
generation of children with
schedules.

1
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Core Values

Attributes

Education
Value

Millennials

Conformers/Conformity
Dedication/Sacrifice
Family Focus
Hard Work
Patriotism

Anti War
Equal Rights
Equal Opportunities
Spend Now, Worry Later
Want to “Make a Difference”

Balance
Entrepreneurial
Fun
Informality
Lack of Organizational Loyalty

Avid Consumers
Extreme Fun
Like Personal Attention
Extremely Techno Savvy
Now!

Committed to Company
Confident
Conservative
Dedication
Fiscally Prudent
Hard-working
Historical Viewpoint
Linear Work Style
Loyal Organization/employers
Patriotic
Sacrifice
Strong Work Ethic

Ability to Handle Crisis
Ambitious
Challenge Authority
Competitive
Consensus Leadership
Live to Work
Loyal to Careers and Employers
Most Educated as Compared to
other 3 Generations
Multi-Taskers
Traditionally Found Their Worth
in Their Work Ethic but now
Seek a Healthy Life/Work
Balance
Strong Work Ethic
Willing to Take on Responsibility

Adaptable
Angry But Don’t Know Why
Big Gap with Boomers
Crave Independence
Confident
Focus on Results
Free Agents
Pampered by Their Parents
Self-Starters
Strong Sense of Entitlement
Work/Life Balance
Work to Live

Ambitious But Not Entirely Focused
Attached to Their Gadgets & Parents
Diversity Focused – Multiculturalism
Have Not Lived Without Computers
Eager to Spend Money
Fiercely Independent
Greatly Indulged by Fun Loving
Parents
High Speed Stimulus Junkies
Loyal to Peers
Sociable – Makes Workplace Friends
“Me First” Attitude in Work Life
Strong Sense of Entitlement
Techno Savvy – Digital Generation

A Dread

A Birthright

A Way to Get There

An Incredible Expense

Family/Community

Success

Time

Individuality

Buy Now, Pay Later

Cautious
Conservative
Save, Save, Save

Earn to Spend

Dealing with Put it Away
Money

Pay Cash
Save, Save, Save

% of
Workplace

Generation X

Baby Boomers

5%

45%

40%

10%

2
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Traditionalists
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Generation X

Baby Boomers

Millennials

Technology Adapted

Acquired

Assimilated

Integral

Entitlement Seniority

Experience

Merit

Contribution

Workaholics
Invented 50 Hour Work Week
Visibility is the Key

Project Oriented
Get Paid to Get Job Done

Effective Workers but Gone at 5PM on
dot.
View work as a “gig” or something that
fills the time between weekends.

Were hesitant of taking too much
time off work for fear of losing
their place on the corporate
team. As a result, there is an
imbalance between work and
family.

Because of parents who are
Boomers workaholics, they focus
on clearer balance between work
and family. Do not worry about
losing their place on the corporate
team if they take time off.

Not only balance with work and life,
but balance with work, life and
community involvement and selfdevelopment. Flex- time, job sharing,
and sabbaticals will be requested
more by this generation.

“Flat” Organizational Hierarchy
Democratic
Humane
Equal Opportunity
Warm, Friendly Environment

Functional, Positive, Fun
Efficient
Fast Paced and Flexible
Informal
Access to Leadership
Access to Information

Collaborative
Achievement-Oriented
Highly Creative
Positive
Diverse
Fun, Flexible, Want Continuous
Feedback

An Exciting Adventure
A Career
Work and Then Retire

A Difficult Challenge
A Contract
Just a Job

A Means to an End
Fulfillment
Flexible Work Arrangements

Workplace
View on Time Punch the Clock
Get the Job Done
at Work

View on
Work/Life
Balance

Work Hard to Maintain Job
Security

Preferred Conservative
Work
Environment Hierarchal

Clear Chain of Command
Top-down Management

Work is …

An Obligation
A Long Term Career

3
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What They
Are Looking Recognition and Respect for
their Experience
For in a Job

Baby Boomers

Generation X

Millennials

Ability to “Shine”/”Be a Star”
Make a Contribution
Fit in with Company Vision/
Mission
Like to Achieve Work Through
Teams

Dynamic Young Leaders
Cutting Edge Systems/Tech
Flexibility in Scheduling
Input Evaluated on Merit, Not Age/
Seniority

Want to be Challenged – Don’t Want
Boring Job
Expect to work with positive people
and Company That can Fulfill Their
Dreams
Social Network
They Expect to be Paid Well

Anxious to Please
Challenges the Status Quo
Good Team Players

Adapt Well to Change
Don’t Mind Direction but Resent
Intrusive Supervision
Want Feedback

Consumer Mentality
Multitask Fast
Technical; Savvy

Don’t Adapt Well to Change
Expect Everyone to be
Don’t Deal Well with Ambiguity
Workaholics
Don’t Like Change

Built “Portable” Resume
Dislike Authority

Distaste for Menial Work (They are
Brain Smart)
Lack Discipline

Hierarchy
Directive
Command-and-Control

Consensus/Consensual
Collegial

Competence
Everyone is the Same
Challenge Others
Ask Why

Achievers
TBD (This Group Has not Spent Much
Time in the Workplace so this
Characteristic is yet to be
Determined)

Respectful

Impressed

Unimpressed

Relaxed

Technology Hoover Dam
is …

The Microwave

What You Can Hold in Your Hand;
Cell, PDA

Ethereal – Intangible

Communica- Rotary Phones
tions
One-on-One
Media

Touch-Tone Phones
Call me Anytime

Cell Phones
Call me Only at Work

Internet
Picture Phones
Texting

Job Security and Stability
Company with Good
Reputation and Ethics
Do What you Know Needs to
be Done

Work
Assets

Work
Liabilities

Leadership
Style

View of
Authority

Bring Value to the Workplace
with Their Experience,
Knowledge
Loyalty
Thorough

Write a Memo

4
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Traditionalists

7.b.b
Baby Boomers

Communica- Discrete
Present Your Story in a
tion

Diplomatic
Speak Open – Direct Style
Formal, Logical Manner
Emphasize the Company’s
Memo
Vision and Mission and How
Like Hand-Written Notes, Less
They Can Fit in
email and More Personal
Interaction

Generation X

Millennials

Blunt/Direct
Immediate
Emphasize “WIIFM” in Terms of
Training and Skills to Build Their
Resume

Polite
Use Positive, Respectful, Motivational
Electronic Communication Style
(Cell Phones, email, IM, Text)
Be Humorous – Show You are Human

Feedback No News is Good News
and Rewards Want Subtle, Private

Feel Rewarded by Money and
Will Often Display All Awards,
Certificates and Letters of
Appreciation for Public View
Like Praise

Not Enamored by Public
Recognition
Prefer Regular Feedback on Their
Work But as Less Dependent on
Being Told That They are Good
People

Like to be Given Feedback Often and
They Will Ask for it Often
Be Clear About Goals and
Expectations

Not Really an Option for the
Career
Development Traditionalists

Focus on Developing Their
Careers Through Opportunities
within One Organization or at
Least one Industry

Take a Pro-Active Approach to
Career Development Through
More Degrees and Experiences

Millennials Will Enter the Work Force
with More Experiences Than Any
Generation Before Them

Training and Training Should Contribute to
Development The Organization’s Goals

Training is a Contribution to the
Organization’s Goals, but is
Also a Path to Promotion and
Additional Compensation

Training Enhances Their Versatility
in the Marketplace and Investment
in Their Future

Willing and Eager to Take Risks; Don’t
Mind Making Mistakes – They
Consider this a Learning Opportunity

Recognition on an Individual
Level Without Fanfare

5
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Hartland Township Board of Trustees and Planning Commission Joint
Meeting Meeting Agenda Memorandum
Submitted By: James Wickman
Subject:

New Urbanism

Date:

May 4, 2017

Recommended Action
Review, questions and discussion

Discussion
The Board of Trustees also discussed this topic at the Strategic Planning Retreat. Troy Langer will
provide a brief overview of the ideas to aid conversation.

Financial Impact

Attachments
New Urbanism Primer (PDF)
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TNDs like Kentlands were laboratories for urban buildings types, public spaces, and streets. Source: Marina Khoury, DPZ

DEVELOPMENT (/PUBLICSQUARE/CATEGORY/DEVELOPMENT)

The four phases of New Urbanism
As revitalization of cities moves forward, urbanists are partway through a multiphase process that is changing America.
ROBERT STEUTEVILLE (/node/538)

MAR. 10, 2016

(http://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?
u=https%3A//www.cnu.org/node/5324&title=The%20four%20phases%20of%20New%20Urbanism)

(http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=The%20four%20phases%20of%20New%20Urbanism%2Bhttps%3A//www.cnu.org/node/5324)

Attachment: New Urbanism Primer (2437 : New Urbanism)

PSQ (/publicsquare)

(http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?
mini=1&url=https%3A//www.cnu.org/node/5324&title=The%20four%20phases%20of%20New%20Urbanism&source=https%3A//www.cnu.org)

(mailto:?subject=Check%20out%20The%20four%20phases%20of%20New%20Urbanism&body=https%3A//www.cnu.orgpublicsquare/fourphases-new-urbanism-0)

The New Urbanism began mostly as a largeproject, greenfield movement. Some new urbanists concentrated on infill in the
1980s and 1990s, but their efforts attracted less media attention and investment.
Intellectually, the movement aspired to revitalize entire regions—especially historic cities and towns, which were, after all,
the inspiration for a return to walkable places. However, 30 years ago most cities were in deep trouble, so just about every
large developer focused instead on the suburbs. New urbanists looked at the damage inflicted by sprawl and fervently sought
https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/fourphasesnewurbanism0
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to reform the system.
That is what I call the first phase of New Urbanism, in which traditional neighborhoods developments (TNDs), inspired by
historic neighborhoods, were built as alternatives to conventional masterplanned communities. TNDs like Seaside,
Kentlands, Orenco Station, New Town at St. Charles, Habersham, and Celebration represent this era well; they showed
themselves to be laboratories of ideas. These were privatesector projects that created pockets of urban place by overcoming
legal and institutional barriers to compact development.
That phase lasted right up to the housing crash in 2008. Developers proved that mixeduse neighborhoods, with main streets
and centers, could be built and that the public would buy into them. Longneglected building types were reintroduced into
many American markets: Among them were shopfront houses, small apartment buildings, granny flats, courtyard housing,
liner and flex buildings, various mixeduse buildings, and smalllot single houses with usable porches and rear garages.
Walkable streets designed for slowermoving traffic were fought for and built. These included narrow residential streets,
few proposed building them again prior to New Urbanism.
The urbanrural Transect was conceived and explained, and new landuse codes—formbased codes—were created as
alternatives to conventional zoning.
The difference between a neighborhood built around a fiveminute walk and conventional suburban development was
explained to public officials, professionals in fields dealing with land use, and citizens. “The early victory of the New
Urbanism was in shifting the academic and professional conversation away from mass suburbanization as the only available
model for the human habitat,” explain Mike Lydon and Anthony Garcia in their book, Tactical Urbanism.
Enter Phase Two
All of this effort set up the next phase of the New Urbanism: urban redevelopment. The phases of the New Urbanism overlap
and, as I noted, urban infill began early in the movement. The HOPE VI public housing redevelopment, for example, was a
victory for cities and New Urbanism in the 1990s.
Yet redevelopment only took center stage after the housing crash. It did so for two reasons: First, the market for building in
cities had steadily grown as crime dropped throughout the 1990s and early 2000s. Second, the Great Recession stopped
greenfield growth in its tracks and dried up financing for large projects. Suddenly, redevelopment looked very appealing.

https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/fourphasesnewurbanism0

Attachment: New Urbanism Primer (2437 : New Urbanism)

main streets, boulevards, and avenues. Although these types of thoroughfares continue to function in historic neighborhoods,
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Market Square in Pittsburgh represents the current phase of New Urbanism.

The vast infrastructure of historic cities and towns, long neglected, could be built on again. The street grid provided the
armature for the mixeduse neighborhood advocated by new urbanists. Mixeduse centers and historic buildings already
existed—the developers had only to rehabilitate them or put up new buildings around them, sometimes making new street
connections and public spaces.
Even as Phase 2 prevails today, a smaller version of Phase 1 continues as older TNDs head toward completion and new ones
occasionally are launched.
Phase 2 has great advantages—our ancestors left a great legacy, complete with historic buildings of excellent detail and

Attachment: New Urbanism Primer (2437 : New Urbanism)

5/2/2017

superior transit services. Historic cities occupy many of the best locations. As long as people are willing to reinhabit an
established city or town, there is less need to make places from scratch.
This redevelopment phase operates on a wide range of real estate—from downtowns and areas adjacent to downtowns to
streetcar neighborhoods, former industrial districts, small cities and towns, and transitoriented properties.
Phase 2 uses the lessons that were learned during Phase 1. Formbased codes work particularly well in older places that are
undermined by conventional suburban codes. New urban street design helps repair city streets that were damaged by car
oriented traffic engineering. The building types and market studies created for TNDs are useful as well. Phase 2 breaks new
ground in many areas, including finance reform for mixeduse buildings, parking policy, Tactical Urbanism and Lean
Urbanism, and transitoriented development. The architecture produced in Phase 2 is more varied and robust.

https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/fourphasesnewurbanism0
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Tactical Urbanism in San Marcos, Texas.

The second phase should carry on for decades, but it also poses some problems that require further evolution of the
movement. One issue is gentrification. The supply of 19th and 20th century street grids is finite. The limited supply causes
prices to rapidly rise in fashionable neighborhoods of economically strong cities with “good bones.”
Another problem with focusing on areas that possess historic street grids is that this offers little help to places that have
already been consumed by sprawl. Up to 90 percent of the land in metropolitan areas has been shaped as conventional
suburban development. These areas will become less accessible as transportation habits change and as fewer people drive.
Now we have two systems functioning side by side: Old, walkable, mixeduse neighborhoods on historic street grids; and the
larger conventional suburban development.
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Mashpee Commons: A town center created out of a former shopping center in suburban Mashpee, Massachusetts.

Repairing the suburbs
Phase 3 New Urbanism is suburban retrofit, also known as sprawl repair. Planning books have described this growing trend
in considerable detail. New urbanists have been trying to turn “grayfields” into urban places for a long time—Mashpee
Commons (see above) and Mizner Park are just two of the mixeduse town centers that have been built on former suburban
shopping malls—a transformation that got under way in the late 1980s. Sprawl is vast, however, and such projects are still
isolated and pioneering. Phase 3 will take the spotlight when automobileoriented transportation engineering is reformed on
a much grander scale. That time may come sooner than we expect, because the scientific justification
(https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/newsciencestreetdesign) for building wide open thoroughfares through urban areas
has been discredited over the last 20 years.
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When Phase 3 is in full swing, sprawl repair will take pressure off historic neighborhoods. A new supply of walkable places
will emerge in the suburbs.
The postwar suburbs hold the most potential, especially when affordability is a paramount concern. Twentysix million
houses were built from 1946 to 1965, most singlefamily, according to June Williamson, coauthor of Retrofitting Suburbia
(http://www.amazon.com/RetrofittingSuburbiaUpdatedEditionRedesigning/dp/0470934328). These early postwar
suburbs were built with mostly connecting streets and fading commercial strips lying fallow nearby.
Parking lots on these strips could support millions of new residential units. Phase 3 New Urbanism can revitalize languishing
firstring suburbs, but first, multilane arterials must be narrowed, redesigned, and made walkable. This outcome still seems
hard to imagine, despite the success of the complete streets movement. Yet the formidable transportation industrial complex,
the biggest impediment to Phase 3 New Urbanism, is yielding to pressure and will reform more.

The final phase
Phase 4 is when we come full circle, and street grids are as normal as they were 100 years ago. These grids don’t have to be
rectangular like most of the 19th Century grids—they need only be connected, internally and externally.
The normalization of new street grids may be years or decades away, but extensively connected street networks are the
natural way to develop communities, absent the obstruction caused by automobileoriented transportation engineering and
street policies. The transportation field must be fully reformed before Phase 4 takes effect. This is why the techniques that I
associate with Phase 3 must come first. Expect to see early pioneering efforts in reestablishing new street grids that connect
to larger thoroughfare networks.
Phase 4 New Urbanism will not mean an end to driveonly suburbs any more than the last century meant the eradication of
historic cities and towns. Driveonly suburbs will always be with us—they continue to grow today due to zoning laws and the
infrastructure that supports the separateuse mode of development.
The New Urbanism is emerging slowly, in phases. We are part of the way through a change that will take generations. On a
long journey, it helps to know where we are going. Urbanists are now immersed in the revitalization of cities, and many
elements will play a critical role in this trend—architecture, building types, finance, and codes included. That work is crucial
but it is not the endgame: the way we design and lay out streets will ultimately be the most permanent foundation of our
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A commercial strip is converted to a boulevard in Lancaster, CA, triggering $273 million in economic output.

physical communities.
New Urbanism was founded by architects, and we continue to learn from them. But transportation engineering and street
design will be key in the coming phases of New Urbanism, a movement that is slowly strengthening America's bones.

Robert Steuteville is editor of Public Square: A CNU Journal and senior communications adviser for the Congress
for the New Urbanism.
(/robert-steuteville)
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